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From international bestselling science fiction author T.R. Harris ... here is the14th BOOK in his Epic

Saga of Human Superiority throughout the galaxy:The Human Chronicles Saga - BattlelinesAdam

Cain is an Alien with an Attitude...His Adventures Continue.The war with the Sol-Kor within their

home galaxy has finally begun,spearheaded by the revenge-seeking Hal&apos;ic, whose massive

fleet of warships is commanded by none other than Admiral Andy Tobias.In the meantime, Adam

Cain and hisgang are stranded on Kor, trying to survive the battering the planet is taking at the

hands of the Hal&apos;ic. But soon they&apos;ll find their way to Silana, the second capital of the

Sol-Kor, to where Queen J&apos;nae has taken Panur, along with the prototype trans-dimensional

starship the Star Panther.The enemies of the Sol-Kor can win the war, if Adam and his team are

able to stop J&apos;nae from building a fleet of Star Panthers, even as the greatest space battles in

history are becoming commonplace within this far-distant galaxy. This is epic action, epic heroism,

epic adventure on the grandest of scales. And only as Adam Cain and his band of Human wrecking

balls can do it.The very survival of the universe--multi-universes--is at stake. If J&apos;nae can build

her fleet then no one is safe. Her reign of terror will extend from the mountains of Kor, all the way to

the blue skies of planet Earth.And only Adam Cain can stop her.The Novels of T.R. HarrisThe

Human Chronicles SagaThe Fringe WorldsAlien AssassinThe War of PawnsThe Tactics of

RevengeThe Legend of EarthCain&apos;s CrusadersThe Apex PredatorA Galaxy to ConquerThe

Masters of WarPrelude to WarThe Unreachable StarsWhen Earth Reigned SupremeA Clash of

AliensBattlelines The Copernicus DeceptionScorched EarthJason King: Agent to the StarsThe

Enclaves of SyloxThe Drone Wars SeriesDay of the DroneWith author George WierCaptains

Malicious - Book 1 of the Liberation SeriesAll the books are available on .com.Check out his

website: bytrharris.com
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This book is more or less a continuation of the previous book titled A Clash Of Aliens. The two

books seamlessly are linked together and it is like one larger book was simply sliced in half and

presented in two parts. To me there is virtually no time lag between the two books. Admiral Andy

Tobias has assumed command of the Halâ€™ic space war fleet and is commanding them into battle

with the dreaded Sol-Kor. It will be the biggest space battle ever held in any galaxy or dimension.

The Halâ€™ic hate the Sol-Kor for attacking them and wiping out billions of their ancestors and

literally eating them for food. They have sworn vengeance and death to all Sol-Kor for the crimes

they committed and they have prepared for this moment for thousands of years.They have prepared

a massive battle fleet of over 200,000 advanced space ships with the intent of destroying the

Sol-Kor and Admiral Andy Tobias from Earth brings all of his strategic battle skills to help them

achieve their goal. Adam Cain and his group of friends and fellow warriors are out to rescue the

mutant genius Panur and steal back the only trans-dimensional space ship in existence. Trying to

recapture their ship, capture or kill the mutant immortal Sol-Kor Queen and stay alive is no small

task. Surely Adam Cain and his friends can achieve a miracle and make it happen, or will they

failâ€¦â€¦This is a good story and like I said it is really a continuation of the previous book. I liked the

story line and the twists and turns of the plots within the book. It has a lot of action and the usual

comedy and a lot of action and battles that you would expect from Adam Cain. I rated the book at 5

stars. I look forward to the next book in the series and I have liked all of the series so far.

The Human Chronicles is currently my favorite sci-fi series. I am excited that there appears to be an

increased release schedule for new entries in the series, but this means each entry isn't as long as I

would like (certainly long enough for a good story, though) . That being said, despite the fast

release, the editing is superior to most kindle books I've read recently. One thing I missed in this



episode, no 90s references and Adam is not quite as sarcastic as he can be... If the next entry has

a particular alien duo, I'm sure that will bring the sarcasm out. Finally, I hope Benefils plays a part in

future books; I love the dynamic he creates among the crew.

A fun read with old friends taking on the multi-verse and (spoiler alert) winning yet again. The author

has a fertile imagination and an easy to read style. Get book 1 and start at the beginning for the

most enjoyment, or if you start here you'll be hooked and will get the rest. A fun serial in the model

of the serials from the 1800's made current with 21st century tech and ancient story lines (love,

deception, heros, intrigue, battles, loyalty, ...).

First I have to say that there are a lot less grammatical mistakes in this book yet still way too many.

Get a better editor Mr. Harris. This book is a great ending, at least for now, of the Sol Kor wars. I

look forward to more stories in the Human Chronicles Saga

Great Adventure. I can hardly wait for the next story in this saga. I am glad Adam Cain has an

immortal daughter now to lessen the pain of losing his previews family.Sin Cera,Sherwin B.

Mr. Harris is very adapted as concerns Adam Cain, especially his companions. The plot is a

foregone conclusion if you have read the previous Adam Cain chronicles but the author writes so

well you just do not care. The plot is good, the characters flow very good and the suspense,

although you should be able to figure it out, is great. Great writing and great reading.

You're missing out, if you don't read the prior books in the series. Twist & turns and voluptuous

aliens galore. Tech like never before and the hubris of Adam Cain to orchestrate it all. For the sake

of all life in the Milky Way, you've got to see this great entertainment.

Love your stories but the editing is annoying and the only reason I don't recommend your books to

my friends. Adam is getting old too quick, would like to see him get some rejuvenation treatment

before he resorts to killing aliens with a cane.
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